CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF RELEVANT PREVIOUS STUDIES AND HYPOTHESES
OF THE PRESENT STUDY
3.1 An Overview of Relevant Previous Studies

Employee reporting has assumed importance in recent few decades. Since 1970's in the UK
and elsewhere an increased interest has been shown by accounting academics, researchers,
professionals. employees and employers in the potential utility of financial omd other
infonnation to the employees, while a number of studies have been conducted. An overview
of some relevant studies has been given below:

Brown and Trumble ( 1995) conducted a live-year-long mqu1ry to test the hclicf that
accounting data can be used to bring about speedier, more harmonious, and, hence lower cost
labour-management negotiations. leading to a more productive and prolito1hlc (measured in
tenns of its broadest context) work environment. The basic methods used were: review of
past literature and studies, administration and analysis of a questionnaire. a series nf
controlled experiment, and a field test. The results show that complete sharing of data have a
positive impact on labour-management relations and on better negotiation settlements.
Provided that information sharing must be continuous and the data should be audited. The
study also found that approximately three-fifths of US companies provide a formal report of
infonnation to employees, generally on a routine basis, (quarterly or

annually)~

75%

respondents indicate that company acted for such reporting on its own initiative. Majority of
the employee respondents (75%) also indicate that they receive a little information from their
company. Another key finding is that employees are doubtful about the truthfulness of the
data provided and both labour and management agreed that the data should be audited
independently. About 88% respondents believe that they would be able to comprehend such
reports. They also believe that additional do.tla would lead to more reasonable wage demands.

Malgwi ( 1993) investigated the slated usefulness of linancial reporting to

employee~

in the

context of Nigeria with a rmrticular reference to Value Added Statcn1ent (VAS). The study
was based on the proposition that the prnvisinn nf limmcial accounting informalion to
employees is determined within the context in which it is used, rather than by consideration
of those who determine the form which it should take. Three main hypotheses were
developed and tested for the purpose of establishing the validity of the above contention. The
study found that 83% top management identified employees as the target users of the VAS,
73% noted that the publication was innuenccd by external pressures rather than by
consideration of its anlicipated use by employees. Some other opined that VAS was for
Government usc rather than for employees. II was also lf.mnd that more than 60%
respondents neither considered any cnrrclati<ln between the VAS and employees' wages and
salaries nor considered it as a measure of produclivily. There was 69% readership and
understanding of the VAS among the employees, hut67% did not found it useful. Moreover,
t-test between the performances of producer and non-producer of VAS indicated no
significant differences.
Morishima (1991h) examined the effects of information sharing on a lirm's prulitahility.
productivity. and labour cost lie conducted structured interviews using pre-tested
questionnaires from a sample of 97 large firms, and used publicly available data and OLS
estimates for the study. The results show that there is a positive association of information
sharing with profitability and productivity and a negative association with labour cost.
Japanese firms often attempt to influence the process and outcomes of wage negotiation by
sharing confidential business information with their unions and employees through the joint
consultation system. In this context, Morishima (199Ja) conducted another study with the
proposition that provision of information voluntarily may develop unions and employees
trust in management. More important, however, if information provided can convince the
unions and employees that for their benefit to have a well performing firm and keep the linn
competitive in the market, wages kept at competitive level, which will in turn make possible
to maintain level and quality of current employment. employees will be less likely to
demand a share of the firms' profits that may hurt the finn's performance. Using dala !'rom 97
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large firms and OLS cslima!c.'i, !he cmlhor IOund !hat when linn:; cng<lgt.•d in .'ilmring
iniOnnation. negotiation proccsst.'S were shorter and easier. and unions tended ttl dcmnnd omd
accept lower wage increase.
A study of Kleiner and Bouillon ( 1991) re-examined the determinants and consequences

()r

publicly traded manufacturing frnns' sharing sensitive business data with their production
employees. Using more detailed informalion sharing variables and reduced-form models of
Logit and Tobit specifications, they fOund that more information sharing is associated with
higher hourly wages and hcnefil for production workers in manufacturing firms. Their major
finding was that executives generally do not share business infOrmation that they perceived
to he relatively sensitive. The results further show that sharing infonnation ahout market
strategies or product lines has a modest hut signilicanl negative relationship with tht!
prolitahility of manufacturing linns in the sample. However. researchers cuuld not he
definitive about the reasons for this result.
Peel. Pendlehurry and Groves (1991) examines the relationship hetWl."Cil employee share
ownership schemes and the employee communication and consultation practices

or

cumpanics. A questionnaire survey of 443 leading UK quoted companies listed in the Time's
top 1000 for 1987-88 was undertaken. A total 180 (41%) usable rcspunscs were received.
The results show that the existence of employee sharing schemes docs appear to be
positively correlated with employee reporting and consultation practices in major UK
companies. Privatised companies having ownership scheme used formal methods to
communicate financial information to employees.
In her study, Hill (1990) addressed the need to understand how and why voluntary employee
reporting developed, examining its place in the wider organisational and social context. A
three pronged inquiry was carried out in the UK, comprising documentary analysis, postal
questionnaire survey and personal interviews, to find out management objectives and
attitudes in employee communications. It also traced inllucnccs from spccilic organisational,
social and societal factors on employee reporting. Analysis of qualitative data consistently
demonstrated the importance attached by managers to reporting financial information to
employees. Employee reporting developments result !'rom strong filith or commitment tn

)I

communication on the part of management, and their perceptions of specific pressing
organisational needs and wider social and moral issues. The study highlights the complexity

of managers' perceptions and mixed feelings about the intrinsic value and conflicting social
interests in employee information. This research contributed to the developing interpretive
approach in accounting research, and to the debates about corporate accountability to the
employees and related public policy.

The practice of preparing and issuing employee reports to an organisation's work force is

now well established throughout many countries. A survey of companies listed in New
Zealand Stock Exchange (Firth and Smith, 1984: p.5) indicated that about 22% of
responding companies produce employee report. lbcse employee reports oflcn contain data
that arc not present in tl~.~ lirm ·s annual reports and accounls, and this has potcnlial
usefulness to stock market investors. If Employee report data have usefulness to stock
market investors, then this raises policy issues about current disclosure requirements to
shareholders. In order to test whether employee reports do have llny incremental infOrmation
content, an abnonnal return analysis on 88 reports was carried out by Firth (1990). The
results showed no evidence of abnormal returns. and so the incremental data contained in
employee report either have no usefulness for investors and/or the information has
discounted from other sources.

Murshed (1989) conducted a study to see whether financial information is an input in
coJlective bargaining and potentially effective for controlling labour force. It is found that the
decision whether or not to use financial information is a contingent one and such
contingency largely depends on the context and environment in which both union and
management negotiator work. He also attempted to identify the factors constraining and
promoting the use of financial information in collective bargaining in the context of
Bangladesh.
Purdy ( 1988) studied the effect of providing financial information to employees. After
reviewing different literature concerned with financial information, industrial democracy,
influence, power and social psychology. he constructed a model of various types of financial
information and contexts for its presentation. The model posited that over time an employee,
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with suitable opportunities for involvement in decisions and training to understand the
financial information, would desire to become involved at a higher level in the organisation
with its concomitant increase in financial inlbnnation. On the basis of empirical data it was

found thal the construing of employees generally altered after financial information had been
provided. The alterations were more profound in situations where some training relating to
financial information was provided. There are indications lhat in suilable condition.
employees do begin to understand the financial information which becomes more integrated

into the construing of employees, simultaneously some employees construe more power,
actual and desired influence, and wanted more financial information.
Andrews ( 1988) presented that as a response to the pressure from different comers and in an
effort to improve industrial relations. many companies arc now providing their employees
with information to an extent which they would not have considered possible or practicable a

few years ago. The author argued that a successful management will manage a well-informed
work force and he finds support for this hypothesis. He examined historical development of
employee reporting from a socio-political and statutory perspective. Andrew did not attempt
to offer general theory of employee reporting but considered the theories propounded by
other researchers in this field. He also assessed the company objectives for providing
financial information to employees and employees' reactions to it.

Hussey (1988) examined the historical perspective of financial reporting to stakeholders and
conducted a review and analysis of existing literature and previous studies. He constructed a
conceptual model, which identified four main variables in financial reporting process and
their importance in fanning three functions or purposes of financial reports. The empirical
research was conducted in a nationalized industry over an extended period of time using
qualitative methodology. The ensuing evidence gave support to the conceptual model,
illustrated the interaction of the main variables and their influence on the functions of
financial reports, and emphasized the importance of understanding the complete process of
financial reporting. The study also identified employees as stakeholder of the company and
their rights to know the doing of the business.
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Kleiner and Bouillon (1988) investigated the effects of a company's providing production
workers with infonnation on its financial condition, productivity, and relative standing in
labour market. Analysing survey responses of business executives from I 06 linns together
with financial data on the companies. the authors found that information sharing was
positively related to the level of wages and benefits and unrelated to productivity and that it

had a significant negative relationship to profits and cash flows.
Jackson·cox, Mcqueeney and Thirkell (1987) studied the issue of disclosure of information

to trade union representatives and employees. Thirteen firms involved in their study from
nine industrial sectors. They found that largely in response to union challenge, though also
influenced by the threat of legislation on workers' directors, the Confederation of British
Industries (CBI) came to develop and elaborate its own standards for the voluntary provision
of information to employees. h is also added that the requirement of periodic disclosure of
pardcuJar calegorics of info1ma1.ion can be seen as pronmring 'general jnJcJJjgcnce' for

employee representatives. They also added that any further legal provision concerning
disclosure of infonnation to employees and their representatives should be asses."'ed in the
context of recent developments in both industrial relations and company law.
Yamaji (1986) conducted a study to see that whether accounting information has an impact
on wage increase demanded by employees. The study found that a correlation between -the

accounting infonnation and wage levels accepted by both the management and employees at
least at the aggregate level, does exist.
Lewis, Parker and Sutcliffe (1984b) investigated the history of the literature on financial
reporting to employees with the intention of documenting developments during the 20th
century. The period 1919-79 was identified for examination and the sample was selected
from the publication of that time. They found that the level of publication interest has varied
widely during the period as has the relative interest of accountant and non-accountant
groups. The results of the

investi~tion

indicated the existence of fluctuating total publishing

frequency over the sample periods as well as a repetitive development issues. An analysis of
American business environment during the period of increased interest in financial reporting
to employees was undertaken. It was also argued that lack of prior period bibliographic
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references and inconsistent inter disciplinary interest over time appear to encourage

repetitive issue development.
Lewis, Parker and Sutcliffe (1984a) provided a research design for investigating the question
of whether employees demand corporate financial information - if so, what information they
require - if not, the possible reasons for their lack of interest in such information. They

focused upon the neglected issue of employee preferences for information. Accordingly, the
researchers advanced seven propositions as the research foundation for the later derivation of
testable hypotheses with respect to employee preferences for corporate employee reports. A
logical progression for the determination of employee infonnation requirements for decisionmaking has been constructed. It is argued that when the propositions contained in their
research design have been thoroughly expla_incd. a valid framework for the 'employee report'
can be built.
Chr. Breviere (1983) presented a study covering legal aspects of infonnation disclosure to
employees, nature and amount of information to be disclosed, empirical observations and
trends of employee reporting in Belgium. The author added that the disclosure of economic
and financial infonnation was meant to foster the growth of harmonious co.aperation
between employers and their staff. The employers hoped that workers would show greater
understanding, greater motivation and greater solidarity in promoting the well-being of the
undertaking. They also hoped to reduce absenteeism and staff turnover. By giving
information, the employers thought they would be able to persuade the workers of the need
to restrain their wage and other demands. The trade unions, for their part, hoped that the
works councils would provide the vehicle for a rapid democratization of the undertaking.
The right to be informed about economic and financial management should normally have
brought the parties together. But in fact, both the parties were frustrated. The author
concluded that legislation should be improved and both the parties should have to work on
good faith to get better result.
Mitchell, Sams and White (1981) changed the focus of attention from information supplier
(management) to information recipient and potential user (the employee). In a study
conducted by them on a total 85 employees from middle-management, officer and clerical
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occupations and from shop floor were interviewed and tested on their salient aspects of
financial disclosure: (I) nature of demand for company financial informalion; (2) views on
methods of disclosure and presentation of financial information; and (3) abilily to interpret
and use company financial information. The study found that over half of the respondents
felt that they had a right to receive information from their firms. The employees also ranked
themselves below both management and shareholders in their entitlement to company
information. Almost half of the respondents believe that there were some information that

should not be disclosed to employees. Indeed, half of the respondents supported the
introduction of legislation to govern the practice of financial reporting to employees in order
to ensure the continuity of supply of such information, and a similar number favoured an
increase in the frequency of employee reporting (from annual to six-monthly basis).
Considerable variety of company tinancial information was suggested by the respondents to
provide as being of particular interest to lhcm. Two-third of the respondents had read the
report. The results relating to mclhods of presenting information show that the ratings of
methods by the respondents were: special report 2.5; management meetings 2.0; notice board
2. 7; and company newsletter 2.6. Results relating to interpretation and understanding of
information show that more than two·thirds of the respondents felt that they understand the
information that they receive from their company.
Maunders ( 1981) conducted a study concerned with the employee groups as users of
published financial statements. That is the communication of ·information by companies in
some printed form, usually on annual basis, to individual employees. The study presented
some benefits of employee reporting such as positive motivation, greater job satisfaction,
educate employee, greater goal congruence, lower resistance to change, greater
understanding of organisational discipline and control, joint consultation, integrative
bargaining and impart company responsibility. The study also outlined some headings of
data to be disclosed to employees. The author also found that 60% (180 out of 300) relatively
large companies in UK producing employee report. Some specimen employee reports of
different companies were also presented.
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The extent to which companies should disclose financial information to employees. and the

form such disclosure should take has been studied by Pope and Peel (1981). They tested
rational expeclation hypothesis. The rational expectation hypothesis appears to indicate that

the only constraint in the provision of information requested by employees should be
processing costs. The regular disclosure of future oriented information. including planned

changes in production or employment. should not carry any hidden costs for management
even if the information is subject to uncertainty. Disclosure can only

reduce conflict

between management and unions which results from the existence of differential information
sets. The question of which information employees and unions find useful in making lheir
decisions can not be answered without further empirical research inlo wage determination at
the level of the firm.
Lee ( 1981) stated that company financial reporting has expanded out of all recognition from
its early nineteenth century beginnings. lt is highly technical multi-statement

function~

covering a variety of aspects of corporate financial activity. He argued that most important
change in attitude in company financial reporting in recent times has been that employees
have been recognized as major potential consumers of reported financial information. The
author also referred some studies relating to employee reporting pmctices in different
countries.

Hilton ( 1978) undertook a study to stimulate management to think about the problem of
employee communication in the context of producing financial reports for their employees.
This work also provided a focus for the debates which are continually raging within firms
about how much information to give to employees, which employee should be given, how
the communication should be carried out and who in the management team should have the
prime respon-sibility for doing it. The author found that 44% respondents stated 'to improve
industrial relations' is .. the most important reasons for employee reporting and 6 7%
respondents are worried about 'information would be misunderstood'. 'lbe study also
presented a rriodel employee report. The author also found that there are differences in
opinion of different groups as to the function and content of employee report. Lastly, Hilton
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suggested that British industry management should create a climate where communicalion

will become genuine.
Employee Reportina: and Industrial Relations

The following are some of the studies relating to the provision of information to employees
in the context of employer-employee relations, wage bargaining and employee and union
decision making:
Armenic ( 1985) in his study addressed the role, the accounting information appeared to play
in the negotiations between a not for profit organisation and the association representing its

professional employees. The study explored the impact of accounting on both the process
and outcome of the negotiations. and concluded by offering some tentative hypotheses on the

roles of accounting in collective bargaining.
Cooper and Essex (1977) argued that policies or recommendations regarding the provision of
information for employee decision making can only be fruitfully developed within the
framework of models of employee decision making. Descriptive model building,
incorporating the model of a decision maker, his objectives and the environment in which he
operates, is essential for the provision of information to help employees improve their
welfare. The study developed alternative models and concluded by presenting a guide to
future research and some tentative evidence about the decision making of employee
representative in plant level negotiation in the UK.
Foley and Maunders (1977) in their works have shown that employees need financial
information for collective bargaining. Some legal aspects (such as section 17 of Employment
Protection Act 1975 of UK) relating to information disclosure are also covered in it. The
authors stated that on the basis of research findings by organisation theorists it is possible to
argue that feed back of information to employees will improve job performance via learning
effects and also serve to increase motivation.

JR

Climo (1976) regarded the corporate report as a breakthrough by the profession regarding the

provision of infonnation to employees. But in his view. the report still has serious
shortcomings and more research is needed.
Financial information is now recognized as a part of labour-management negotiations, the

question is what shall be told, and how. Dale ( 1950) examined the manner in which
accounting infonnation has been used in recent labour talks, and projected from this
experience some ideas on how to decide what kind of accounting infonnation is necessmy,

desirable or reasonable at the bargaining table. He discussed ability to pay, some
misconceptions arising out of failure to understand accounting, and made recommendations
as to how accountants can help in the settling of laboUr disputes.
Labour has become a major user of financial information. Many labours hold that wider usc
of significant financial information is the road to intelligent wage negotiation. But
management and labour do not agree on what infonnation labour is entitled to have. It

seemed to Brubakar et al. (1949) apparent that financial infonnation ·which is the substance
of accounting - can be said as a labour bargaining tool. So that accountants can be informed
of the attitude and desires of labour leader on this question. The authors have excerpted
certain expression from public statements and private correspondents of recognised labour
leaders. The authors presented what labour leaders have to say about financial statements
now used in labour negotiations but did not pass any comment.
Employees' Desjre for Informatjon

Hussey and Craig (1979) conducted a study in cooperation with Touchi Ross & Co. (UK) to
analyse the attitudes of employees towards employee reporting. They analysed data obtained
from 298 completed questionnaires and 74 face to face interview with employees. From the

-

study it is found that the art of employee reporting is in its infancy and absence of legislation
and accounting conventions has resulted in the presentation of diverse types of employee
reports. The extent of readership, interest and understandability of employee report was
encouraging. It is also found that there is a strong demand by employees for the disclosure of
additional and desegregated information in employee report. Employees were keen for the
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disclosure of information of their own workplace. Employees were particularly eager to

receive information on future plans and policies, the financial performance and structure of
the company. They preferred narrfttive contents and photographs in employee report.
Flint (1958) in his paper considered report content and method from the perspective of
employee interest in the business as a whole and draws on a survey of reporting objectives
and practice conducted by British Institute of Management.

Schoen and Lux ( 1957) released the results of a survey of 164 managerial, professional and
white-collar employees in a plant of large US company. The study covered readership of
annual report and report sections. effective communication of information items, and a

comparison between stockholder and non-stockholder's knowledge and comprehension of
annual report information content.

Libby (1952) director of training for Johnson and Johnson, Chicago, USA. conveys his
experience with the financial infonnation needs and demands of employees. He focused his
discussion on profits and growth, and went on to outline a set of principles for the
preparation of financial reports for employees. He added that employees arc keenly

interested in the financial reports of their company. They are interested in profit figure, both
as to its amount and its disposition. They look for indication of growth as described by

accountancy data in the financial report. They want the statement to tell all the facts fully and
clearly in a consistent manner from year to year.
Hennessy ( 1948) summarized responses of a series of corporate public including employees
to a survey of their dissatisfaction with corporate annual reports. Not surprisingly, the survey
found that traditional annual reports were inappropriate for an employee audience.

Bennett ( 1941) spelled Out employee interest in three categor:ies and then proceeded to
evaluate report content for its ability to attract interest. He concluded that better financial
report or reports supplementary thereto, which actually tell a story, or emphasis an event
couched in language at the level of workers.
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Practices of Reportjo~
Hussey and Marsh (1983) presented a comprehensive work covering different aspects of

employee reporting including relevant legal provisions and operation of Acts (particularly
Industrial Relations Act 1971 and Employment protection Act 1975 of UK). They presented
a broad list of financial and non financial information to be disclosed to the employees.

Hussey and Marsh identified advantages and objectives of producing employee reports. They
found that 41% (421 out of 1022) sample companies producing employee reports. The study
showed that principal methods of disclosure used were: special employee report (43%)
company newsletter (39%), notice board (9%) and other methods (8%). It is also found that

most of the companies used more than one methods. ln employee report most of the
companies used simplified financial statements, diagrams, and financial highlights.
Regarding reasons for providing employee reports employee respondents menlioned: 'to
involve employees more in the company' (34%), and 'it is part of the company personnel

policy' (29%) are two of the important reasons. The employee respondents were 33% very
satisfied, 36% fairly satisfied, I2% fairly dissatisfied and II% very dissatisfied on the
contents of employee reports. The study concluded with some recommendations in favour of
employee reporting for sound industrial relations.

Holmes (I 977) examined a number of UK company reports, detailing their content and
presentation approaches. He stated that there arc no rules or accounting standards· regarding
types and contents of report. He also stated that employee reporting is a comparatively new

idea and one which is growing popularity and importance.
The communication of information concerning corporate financial performance by
presentations specifically designed for employees is a relatively ·new and growing
phenomenon in Australia. It has taken lhe form of individual company experiments and has
not been recognised by Australian accountants, both professional and academic. Parker
( 1977a) studied the fonn of reporting, its potentials and problems, and its significance for
Australian business and accounting profession.
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Myers ( 1956) presented a comprehensive analysis of some sixty corporate financial reports

to employees. His analysis concentrated upon presentation of distribution of sales dollar.
statistical data, qualitative data and the tone of the report. The author found that there is no
standard against which effectiveness of employee report can be judged.
Derry (1948) presented an extensive work on actual US corporate reporting to employees.

He covered different types of reports, information that appeals to employees, ways and
means of presenting information and other related issues.
Hartwell ( 1941) considered annual report as a means of building employee goodwill and
stated that it is an obligation of business management to tell its employees what big business
is all about. The essentials of a good report are described and the present reports of major
corporation analysed. He provided a comprehensive overview of US corporate involvement

in reporting to employees at the beginning of 1940's. Thirty-five companies are listed and
their reports ranked by quality of disclosure against ten standards set by him. Particular
issues are discussed by reference to actual corporate reporting examples.
Heacock (1940) provided a first hand account of communicating financial information to
employees. He focused upon an experiment with a radio broadcast following the issue of an
annual report mailed to both stockholders and employees.

Reportioe Methods
A company may use a large nwnber of media for communications with its employees, but if
policy is lacking on what top management wants to communicate, when, why, how and by
whom, there is no assurance that these tools are being used to best advantage, nor, indeed

that all of them are needed. The study by Seybold ( 1966) shows lhe relation of
communication media to communication policy. Examples from companies' policy
statements illustrated the considerations that enter into determination of long term objectives.
A number of media can be used in implementing communication policy are described with
reference to their special uses.

'
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Newcomb and Sammons (1961) presented their work covering management's new

willingness to speak up, communicating by pie chart, program works, multiple device
reporting, the combined shareholder-employee report, comments on employee reporting and
ten tips on report communication.

A comprehensive treatment of employee reporting is provided by Heckert and Willson
( 1952). They studied objectives, information presented, financial statements, simplified and
'per employee' statements, format, media, and dangers in reporting to employees.
Burnham (1949) made an academic contribution to the literature of employee reporting. He

examined the format of simplified income statement as well as items of significance to
employees and then presents a proposed income statement for the employees.
Derry ( 1949) stated that too many reports to employees have failed in their missions and
more than simple words and presentations needed. He listed five categories of information in
which workers arc interested. and twelve media lOr getting it to them. He also described two
cases where successful techniques were worked out.
Fuller ( 1948) undertook a broader-brush approach to the subject. Influenced by the scientific
11

management school of thought, he conceives employee reporting as being part of a human
engineering" strategy. His discussion included employee magazines and hand books,
company information programs, meetings and conferences of supervisors, simplified
financial reports, and timing of such reporting.
The study of Wallace (1946) is based on a number of proposad nonnative standards for
employee report effectiveness. These are making it understandable to readers, giving
confidence in the validity of figures, appealing to the employees' view point, being factual
and accurate, and being short in length.
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Barloon ( 1941) considered appropriate technology. content and

format,

narrative

explanations, and graphics for employee reports. Barloon argues against the inclusion of a

balance sheet, warns of the potential dysfunctional employee response to president's
statement, and calls for an auditors' certificate to counteract managerial bias in reporting

infonnation to employees.
Employee Rg:Jortin~ Rationale
On the basis of the analysis of employee report usage in other countries, Bollom ( 1984)
advocated for a separate report for the employees. He identified advantages (such as improve
productivity, industrial relations. public relations and reduce unionism) and disadvantages
(such as possibilily of misunderstanding, information leakage to the competitors. etc.) of
employee reporting. He also outlined a list of possible employee report infom1ation and
suggested that management. including management accountants of US companies should
take initiative to improving communications with employees by issuing employee reports to
break down the existing labour/management barrier.
Marsh and Rosewell (1976) presented brief history of information disclosure. reasons for
disclosure, practical and technical problems of disclosure and iDformation to be disclosed.
The authors concluded ihat management for their part is being encouraged to believe that
whatever their personal inclinations, it is better to give more information than Jess, and to do
so systematically and as a matter of policy.
Dyson (1973) argued that corporate reporting is highly biased in favour of shareholders and
companies Ac~ 1948 (UK) is largely responsible for that. The employee right to know is
recognised, but until he has the opportunity of verifying what he knows, his right turns out to
be toothless. The author suggested that a statutory audit of employee report would be very
effective.
Anderson (1961) emphasized on the provision of information to employees as supplier of
labour, just as infonnation is disclosed to the shareholders as supplier of capital. Such
provision of infonnation is said to be influenced by trade unions, legislation and public
opinion. He considered merits and demerits of reporting to employees, and some approaches.
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Yorston ( 1960) urged for the provision of maximum inli.mnation to interested parties,
including employees. He considered reporting rationales based upon management's morale
obligation to inform, employees' decision making needs, employees commitment of time and
skill to the organisation and the need to foster better understanding between employees and
management. Yorston went on to consider report producer and recipient's reactions and

methods of reporting.
Rcportini: at Early Stai:e

BI M ( 1957) conducted a study with the objectives that (I) the examinations of methods
which are being used in Britain and overseas, or which might be used, lbr the disclosure of
financial information to employees, together with an assessment of their ciTectivcness and
value; and (2) the classification of opinions among both management and employees as to
what is practicable and desirable in the disclosure of financial inibrmation to employees. The
results show that companies giving financial inlbnnation to employees is less than 20%
although the percentage is increasing, more public than private companies appear to give
infonnation and among public companies more large than small ones. The methods used
frequently were: works magazine, annual report, special report for employees. consultative
committee, special meetings and personal contacts. In written reports diagrams. photographs
and other devices used to make the meaning of the figures clear to the layman. In certain
European countries, notably France, Austria and Belgium, it has been made legally
compulsory to give financial information to employees. The results also show that
employees, on the whole, are interested in having financial information about their company.
The objectives of employee reporting most frequently mentioned according to importance
were: (I) to promote identification of employees with their companies; (2) to help employees
understand the company and economic affairs; (3) to stop rumor, and remove misconception;
and (4) t~ improve workmanship. Most of the respondents understand the information and
I 5%-49% want more information. Most management consider providing information to
employees is a worthwhile effort.

Irwin (1939) emphasized on to make a special employee edition nf annual limmcinl report
really informative and understandable. i ic suggested, to sustain interest, annual report should

be supplemented by interim reports. l-Ie also suggested that one policy must he followed very
carefully. The employee version must give all, if not more, facts that docs the regular report,
and the employee must be given the opportunity to receive the regular stockholders 1 report if
he so desires and only through such a policy. frankness and understanding between employee
and employer can be furthered.
Bennett (1939) advocated producing financial information to employees. lie provided some
introductory comments on the contents of employee reports to make easily understandable
and effective to the employees.
Telling Your Story to Employee (1939) stated that employees arc being taken into the
confidence of their employers ltl an increasing cxlcnt by presenting d01t<1 to employees in
clear and intelligible language. And also IOrwarded the report In employees as management's
means of reacting to bitter attacks of business in the eommunily. As an example, he
discussed in detail the Laclede Steel Company's model employee report.
Eakin (1938) stated that financial reporting to cmployccd is a conslructivc movement to
inform workers in a large number of points. He argued that if information is provided to
employees it would be used as a basis for developing demand for increased wages, improved
working conditions, and possibly for demanding a larger share in the management of the
business. He analysed employee report of some US companies and concluded that report

should be understandable to all.
Budd (1923) in his study deals with communication with both employees and customers. He
advocated both educating and informing employees on financial matters. He also stressed on
readability of reports and interest of users.
Bostford (1923).urged that employee reports can be used to offset the lost intimacy between
employees and employers. He argued for the production of a plant publication as an
investment in employees' morale and pride in their work - explaining corpomtc financial
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condition. demonstrating employee contribution to corporate pcrlbrmancc. and promoting
attention to organisational cmcicncy.
Studies in India

Sham1a and Agarwal (1990) described how Rajsthan State Transport Corporation (RSTC)
gets their employees involved in budget formulation and keeps them informed about the
performance and variance through various reports. This infonnation .strategy together with
other financial and non-financial incentives has motivated the employees lo perform better.

Kulkarni ( 1978) discussed that accountants help in negoliation by providing l(lllowing
information to the employees: I) internal data; 2) external data; 3) cost or living data: 4)
productivity data; 5) ability to pay data; nnd 6) other analyticnl data. On thc basis or his
research the author rt...~ommendcd that the usc of management accounting information in the
~abour nego\la\}on process be \nerea~cd ·,md \ha\ bmad

d\sdosure of manag;en1.cnt i\'Ccmm\ing

dntn he made to the union negotiators.
The studies presented above arc conducted in different countries other thun India (except
Kulkarni, 1978 nnd Sharma and Agarwal. 1990). Because of the dissimilar socioeconomic

conditions in those countries and India, the results of those studies can not be gcnemliscd
and applied in the context of India without further empirical investigation. In addition, the
author is unaware of any extensive study conducted on employee reporting in this country.
Therefore, the present investigation assumes greater significance.

3.2 Hypotheses of the Present Study

In view of the objectives of the study and in the light of previous studies the following
hypotheses were fonnulated to evaluate employee reporting in India:
Employee Pojnt of View
From the review of literature it was found that employees or diiTcrent h::vels and groups need
financial and other information from their organisation where they work and thus it was
hypothesised that
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{ 1)

EmplrJ.l'£'1!.'1 desire ./immdal and other

it~/(mnafilm

,li-mn their company cmd !here ;,,. no

sign(/kwu clf!ference helwec:"n lh£• re.\ponses t?lemployee.\' ac('ot'din,: to their h•veh and
~roup.\:

Since some researchers found that employees require different types of information from
their company including profit and loss, production, pay and benefits. future plans,
manpower, new developments and trade prospects, thus it was hypothesised that
(2) Employees l?( df[{erent /eve/.'1 want t•arious types t?l in./imnalion from their company

includinx prt?fit and Jo.\·.-.. prtuiuclion, pay and

ben~jils,

.fiuure plans, Jmmpower. new

development and lrmle proxpe£'/s.

Some study rcsuhs show that among the methods nf rcpnrting inli.mnatiun In employe-es
such as employee report. notice board. newslette-r, audio-visual aids and others, cmpluyccs
preiCr employee report and ncwslellcr as the important methods to be followed. thus it was
hypothesised that
(3) 1-..inployees tend to git•'' more importam.·e to 'employee report' amon1! .wm(' common

method\· r?l communicatin1! infiJrmatitm .mch
audio-visual

aid~

Wi

employee report, noti,·e hoarcl. m:w.rleller.

and others, and there is correlation between the ratin1!

r~f

rt!lalive

importance hy d(lferent group.-. qf employee.~.

Some previous studies reveal that employee reporting will improve employee motivation,
industrial relations, productivity, employee commitment. job satisfaction and cost
consciousness, thus it was hypothesised that
(4) Employee respondenls of diffi!renl companies perceive thai employee reporling will

imprcwe employee molivation, industrial relalions, productivUy, employee commilment. job
suti.~·fi!ction

and cos/

con.~ciousnes.\·;

and there is no significanl d!fferem:e in rr!.\pmJse.\'

(~l

employees acc:ordinK to Iheir levels and woups.

From the literature review it is o'bscrved that employees' perception 1s. reporting of
infOrmation to them will reduce turnover. absenteeism. grievance. resistance to change and
industrial disputes, thus it was hypothesised that

(5) It i.'i t•mph~l'l!es' perception that reporting t!l ;,~fimnatirm to tht•m will rc•dun•

1111'110\'l!r,

ahsentet•ism, griemnce, resi,\'tcmct• to changt• and indus/rial di.\1JIItes, and there is no
.ViRn~'lkant cl~"{/immce

hetut'f.!IJ thL' ,.,•.,1wnses <!f' employt:(!S ac:cordiug 10 tht•ir· l<•l'r!l.,· and

RI'OIIp.\'.

As findings of different studies show \hat legal provisions arc demanded by employees i'or
continuous and sincere employee reporting, therefore. il was hypothesised that
(6) It is employee respondems' rt:ali.mtion thul le}{islalit'C provi.,·ions em• required .{i1r

employee reportin$?. and rhere i.'i no signijicam dUference between llu..• respmrse.\' cuxording
to lel'els unci groups ofemployees.

Some studies show that employees get cnpy of annual reports omd annual reports satisfy
employees' infonnalion needs and there is no need l(lr sepnmle report. thus it wo1s
hypothesised that
(7) ,\'uhjec:l.\' t?lthi:r study get copy t?lammal reporl from their compuny and tmnuul report
.wli.~'fie.\'

the il?fiJrmalion need,· c~l employee.,· mrd therefiJre, Ihen• is no nt•ed .fl>r .\'t'{Nlrtlll!

report .fOr employee.\·.

From literature review, it is evident that there arc employee reporting pracliccs in different
countries and employees get such report, thus it was hypothesised that
(8) Some re...pondents of Ihe study get employee report from their companies irrespective of

rhdr levels and groups.

As findings of different studies show that 'involve employee more in the company',
'encourage to work hard', and 'part of personnel policy' are some of the predominant reasons
for issuing employee reports. thus it was hypothesised that
(9) Employees lend lo J,!ive more importance on •;nvolve employee more' und 'em·ouruge to

work hard' as thejirst and .\'eL'tmd important rea.wmsfi.Jr is.minR employee reporl. and there
is .\·ignffkant correlation between Ihe rating ofrelttlive importance by respondenl.\" tlt't'ording
to their levels and groups.
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It has hccn observed from the previous studies that employees receive rcrort of information

from their company feel that information provided to them is very important und ulways true
but they arc not satisti.cd with the quantity of intOrmation though they undcrst;.md fully. thus

it was hypothesised that
(I 0)

l~fi,rmalion

pro1'ided in employee report is found hy the users

always true hill mJI

.\·ati.~/U,·tory

1'<'1)'

tlumKh the respondent.\· under.\'/and tlw

and there is sign~{icant as.\·ocialitm

herw~..•en

the

rf!.\JJOI1.W..'.'i

important tmd

il~/imnalion

./i11ly:

m:cording to le1'1!ls and gmups <?l

subJect.~·-

From the literature review it is IOund that some companies think cmployc..-c reporting will

cause excessive costs, waste or employee lime, misunderstanding of inli.mnation, and
information leakage lo competitors but employees lhink in diflCrcnl way. thcn:IC.lre, il was
hypothesised that
(I I) Hmp/oyee report inK wUI not

£'CIII.W!

mi.nmder.rtandinJ.! t?l' inj(Jrmalion. and

h~/imnuthm

exce.\"Xil'l.'

cox/.\',

ww;/e ~~r t•mph~Yt't'

JeakaKt' to t'ompetilors: and there

time,
i,\'

no

.\'iJ.m!fkant d!fference in respome.\· <~{tht• su~;ect.,·.

Diffcrcnl studies claimed that provision of information to empluyecs will improve job
satisfaction, thus it was hypothesised that
(12) Respondents receive employee report have higher_ioh .m/i.~faction than tho.~·e who do no/

receive, and such reporting has positive contribution and signfficanl individual e.ffect on job

sali.'ijitction.
In addition to testing hypotheses mentioned above. the study also considered the following:
the reasons for not issuing report to employees; distribution of report at a special meeting;
inlcr correlation among some major

var~ablcs

such as age, experience, education, employee

report and job satisfaction; mean dilTcrence of employee job satisfaction according to types
of organisations and levels of employees: individual elTcct and interaction effect of types of
organisations, employee report and levels of' employees; and contribution of" employee
report. types of organisations and experiences of employees to job satisl3ction.
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Company Point Of View

From rcv1ew of literature it is found that companies think m favour of disclosure of

infonnation to employees, thus it was hypothesised that
( 13) Most Q[ Ihe respondent companies think Jhol.finoncia/ and oJher information .rhould be
disc/o.'ied to employees,· and there is no :~ignificanl d!fference in responses ofthe .m~;ects.
Since it is found in different studies that companies think various types of information
should be disclosed to employees including work instruction, achievements, production

details, market condition and profit and loss, thus it was hypothesised that
( 14) Respondent companie... intend to disclose various financial and non frnanc:ial

i"!f0rmalion to employees inc/udinK achievements, producrion de/ails. murkel t·ondilion and
profit and loss.

From different studies it is observed that companies used various methods including
employee reports, newsletter, notice board, audio-visual aids and others, thus it was
hypothesised that

(IS) Company respondenls tend to give more importance to 'emp/o)'i!e report' among some
common methods of disclosing informalion to employees like employee report, no/ice board,
newsleller and audio-visual aids, and there is significanl correlation between the ratings of
relative importance ofmethods by respondents according to their groups.

In some studies authors argued that employee reporting will improve employee motivation,
industrial relations, productivity, employee commitment. job satisfaction and cost
consciousness, thus it was hypothesised that
( 16) Respondent companies perceil•e that employee . reporting will improve employee

motivation, industrial relations, productivity, employee commitment. job sa/i.'iji.Jction and
cost consciousness,· and there is no significant difference in responses according to the
groups ofsubjects.
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Since it is concluded by some researchers in this field that employee reporting will reduce
turnover, absenteeism, grievance, resistance to change an·d industrial disputes. thus it was

hypothesised that
(17) It is respondent companies' perception thai reporting of information to employees will

reduce turnover, absenteeism. grievance, resistance to change and industrial disputes, and
there is no significant difference between the respon-.es of companies according to their
groups.
It is found from literature review that there is a strong proposition that legal bindings are
necessary for sincere and regular employee reporting. therefore, it was hypothesised that
(18) Company respondents are in favour of legal prOl'i.dons fiJr employee repm·fing,· and

there is no siKnificant difference in respon.\'f!.'i by different groups l~( c:ompanie.\·.
From literature review it is found that some companies provide copy of annual report to
employees and annual report cover all information that are needed by employees. thus it was

hypothesised that
(19) Respondent companies provide copy of annual report to employees and annual report
satisfies information needs ofemployees.
Accounting researchers advocated that the benefits of reporting financial information to
employees justifY the costs of disclosure to management, therefore, it was hypothesised that

(20) Employee report producer respondent companies consider both costs and benefits of
such reporting.
Since some research findings show that there are practices of voluntary employee reporting
in different countries through out the world, it was hypothesised that
(21) There are practices of producing employee report among respondent companies,

irrespective oftheir types and sizes.
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Findings of different studies show that 'no legal requirement', 'it would be expensive' are two
of the important reasons for non·producing and 'involve employee more in the company' and
'encourage to work hard' are two of the reasons for producing employee reports, thus it was

hypothesised that
{22) Respondent companies tend to give more importance on 'no legal requiremenl' and

'involve employee more in the company' as the most important reasons for non-producing
and producing employee report respectively; and there is signiflcanl positive correlation

between the rating ofrelative importance ofreasons by group respondents.
From previous studies it is observed that companies produce quarterly employee report and
distribute at workplace, therefore, it was hypothesised that
(23) Company respandents prefer to produce quarterly employee repart and distribute at

work place irrespective of their types and sizes.

Previous studies show that there is positive relationship between information sharing and
productivity, profitability, and negative relationship between information sharing and labour
cost, thus it was hypothesised that
(24) There Is significant positive correlation between employee reparting and productivity,

profitability and growth rate; and significant negative co"elation between employee
reporting and industrial disputes, employee turnover and labour costs.

Since some studies found that companies provide employee report have higher productivity,
profitability and lower labour costs and industrial disputes than those do not produce such
report, therefore, it was hy.,othesised that

(25) There is significant difference"-in productivity, profitability, growth rate, industrial

dispute, employee turnover and labour cost of two sets of respondent companies, i.e.
Companies producing employee report have higher productivity, profitability and growth
rate; and lower industrial disputes, employee turnover, and labour cost than those of nonproducers.
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In addition to the above hypotheses to be tested, follOwing aspects arc also covered in the
present study: Year of starting employee report by the subjects, reaction on such report,

relationship among some major var,iables, individual and interaction effect of some

independent variables on some dependent variables, contribution of employee reporting to
some variables and mean difference of the variables according to types and sizes of

companies.

